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Key Takeaways 

1. Outline your goals and objectives into a document that can be shared 

 

 Trish created a one-page Goals and Objective doc she attaches to emails about 
content at Wayfair  

 reference your goal document often with yourself and others 

 use the same exact words every time you refer to content, it  helps to educate 
o “brand sentiment” vs “brand perception” 
o “brand awareness” vs “top of mind”  
o listen to what the senior management says and align what you say with 

what they know  

 don’t have more than 5 goals, if you need to start with 3, one of those should 
always be dollars. Example goals:   

o Brand Building 
o Drive Product Discovery  
o Drive Conversion 
o Drive Repeat Behavior 
o Customer Acquisition 
o Drive Media $ 

 Brand awareness is measured 2 ways  
o aided - “from this list of 10, check the ones you shop at”  
o unaided - “where are the top 2 places you shop for your home? - walmart, 

home depot”  

 How do you get that info?  
o pay a lot of money for them (professional survey companies)  
o Wayfair does them 3x/year  
o or fake it till you make it with LinkedIn or Facebook  

 SEO - ranking, keywords  

 Homework: define 3 objectives/goals for content  

 don’t create your goals in a vacuum — Trish talked to a bunch of different 
stakeholders and got their input and buy-in on her goals so she can remind them 
of it later  

 

2. Once you have your goals, map out your KPIS 



                 
 For each goal, you should have a set of KPIs that you can measure 
 Examples 

o impressions  
o downloads  
o social sharing  
o conversion to core landers  
o time-on-site  
o bounce rate 
o open rate  
o site “pathing” where is the customer going after content? 
o Behavior indicators such as a “lost customer” someone who’s through X 

amount products, could get served “nurture” content  
o product “View-through” rate — how many people click through to the stuff 

that you’re talking about in an article  
 Is Google Analytics the best? It definitely works! 

o Omniture is great too but expensive  
 don’t waste your time on something that’s not going to move the needle  
 worst-performing content in terms of bounce rate or product view through get 

reworked, but not unpublished. try to fix it, don’t take it away  
 look at  your top site searches 

o Wayfair top site search: “store locator” – but they’re an online store…  
 solution: send them to a content piece about how they don’t have 

stores  
o search data helps you think about: what should you promote and prioritize 

in terms of content?  
 Is your goal email subscriptions? 

o trigger a sign-up box for email, test it and figure out where serving it 
converts best for your needs?  

 best is typically “next page” - gets people engaged enough that 
they read another article, then by the next article they’re ready to 
sign up 

 people that looked at content had a higher repeat visit rate than others — that’s 
really valuable to Wayfair and any brand  

o Do you know how  much money your business pays to get traffic? 
 every visitor that comes through organic search or through repeat 

content visitors saves the company money in advertising  
 ie last year Trisha team’s content drove millions of organic views – 

that’s valuable traffic  
o Daily Beast does email subscription really well (on the top of every article, 

bottom of every article, and pop-up)   
 If you first trying to track value of content, claim every sale associated with the 

email address you get through the lead gate  
o flag in the database “acquired through content”  
o then isolate them out and compare them to people who didn’t sign up on a 



                 
content page. Also look at other behavior (repeat visits, total purchase 
value, average purchase value over time, etc)  

o Starting with that pool of people who came from content is a great way to 
get at the value of content  

 “Content is a long-lead marketing channel” — but it pays off in the end  
 Content and Social media  

o brand reach = key KPI 
 measure through impressions  

 unique monthly traffic 
 FB following 
 Pinterest, Instagram following 
 add it all up and get overall reach  
 10% click-through  

 Ask Trish for the social tool they use “High 5” to track influencers 
o They use refIDs for tracking 

 posting to Facebook and Twitter constantly and testing best types 
 take the average for all those posts, ~1000 visits per post 
 Establish benchmark numbers for visits and $ per social post 
 every post should be measured against benchmarks  

o Knowing the numbers helps content teams be successful, make sure the 
entire team knows key data points about your content efforts, this helps 
when speaking with other teams and management  

 Homework: Map your KPIs to the goals you’ve identified 
o what do you know that you can define through the KPIs you have access 

to? Don’t choose a KPI you can’t access/find 
o don’t fill your sheet with conceptual KPIs like “thought leadership” — how 

the hell will you measure that?  
 Thought Leadership 

o How do you measure the value of thought leadership? 
 Well, thought leadership is supposed to be the goal — conversion 

isn’t the goal there  
o Example: Commercial banking at Citizens bank – it’s definitely a goal but 

how can we track it? 
 Maybe engagement within a thoughtleadership channel can be the 

KPI- LinkedIn engagement/shares/likes/clicks? 
 "engagement and shares we get on LinkedIn count because 

it’s a professional community”  
 

3. Calculate Your Investment in Content 

  What is the cost of content?  
 Your salary/pieces of content = cost of content if you’re a one-person content 

shop 
 Add up all the different elements  
 If you get challenged ask “do you have a better way to calculate this?” Always 



                 
keep the conversation going and be open to change your tactics with others’ 
input 

 Different Types of Metrics: 
 Consumption Metrics 

 Page Views 
 Video Views 
 Document Reads 
 Downloads (whitepapers etc)  

 Content Sharing Metrics 
 Social engagement  
 Inbound links 

 Lead Generation/ Acquisition  
 Contact Forms 
 Subsciptions or registrations 
 RSS subscribers 
 Blog comments on social  

ROI Calculation:  
ROI= (Gain from investment(Profit) – Cost of Investment)  
                                Cost of Investment  
 

Tips and Tricks 

 get numbers from the people who you know have numbers  
 paint the picture of the broader picture  
 use fake $$ if you have to -  these are called assumptions but should be realisitic 
 you can spend $20k on a video, but unless you spend $20k on 

promotion/distribution it’s going to crash and burn (don’t just create in a vaccum) 
o measure it by who clicks through the video and how long it takes that 

person to buy something/ convert 
o You may find users that convert on YouTube more lucrative/engaged/loyal 

than other channels  
o Think about the landing experience when you’re driving from other 

channels, a relevant and interesting page is often better than just dumping 
them on the homepage  

 don’t test something unless you’re ready to scale it 
o if your first video works, have the next 10 planned out and know how 

much everything is going to cost  
 If you’re testing something you need two things traffic and time. You need to get 

enough people to see the content youre testing to get a good read. Sometimes 
this can take months sometimes just days. Watch the numbers.  

 How do you educate brands about the value of content? (agency perspective)  
o set up a common language  
o send them a glossary of terms! 
o “answer-first communication” anticipate their questions 
o “nobody’s figured this out, but I think I have this answer because of these 



                 
assumptions” explain your reasoning  

 how often do you tweak your strategy? 
o Trish made her goals/objectives slide in August, but hasn’t really changed 

it since then (other than reprioritizing certain goals over others)  
o Write it down. When you stick to one thing and stand by it, no one can say 

“oh you don’t have a strategy”  
 

Challenges 

 How can we convince our leadership content is important?  
 Linking analytics to the end-goal number 
 How do I link engagement metrics to consumption/conversion metrics? 

o “Trying to explain engagement is like explaining the offside rule in soccer - 
you either get it or you don’t” 

 How do I equate content to sales? 
 I need help telling the broader story about content  
 How do I communicate that things like Twitter and Instagram are important?  

 
 

Questions We Get From Management 

 What’s the purpose of Twitter? 
 What’s your ROI? If you want $200k, what will I get out of that?  
 How much does it cost to produce a piece of content?  
 Why would we want to be on Instagram?  
 How do you measure the impact of being top-of-mind? 
 What if no one participates?  
 

 

 

 


